WINNERS of

U.S.A

TOP WOMEN DEALMAKERS • 2019

Winners of the inaugural awards were honored during the afternoon networking ceremony held in conjunction with the USA Growth & Deals Intelligence Forum on July 11, 2019 at the historic Mayflower Hotel in Washington DC.

“These award recipients reflect the very best from the transactional communities – from private equity, lending, restructuring, financial advisory and law. These brilliant and highly accomplished women have earned the respect and admiration of their colleagues, clients as well as peers from the industry”, said Shanta Kumari, host of the gathering, CEO and global group editor at Global M&A Network, LLC.

Prior to the awards recognition ceremony, the women shared their personal stories and varied paths for finding their success. Notable themes emerged from the discussion on how to define success, being confident and assertive in expressing their voices as well as taking time to reflect and savor the moments.

“Why am I winning this award?” was among the most interesting and tough question … and, as Shanta said, “Because, each of you have demonstrated leadership skills, resilience, hard-work, produced results, as well as influence and serve as an inspiration to women and men alike in this vibrant and highly competitive deals industry.”

about: SINGULARLY HONORS AND SPOTLIGHTS A-LIST OF MOST ACCOMPLISHED, RESPECTED AND BRILLIANT WOMEN DEALMAKERS FROM THE PRIVATE EQUITY, LENDING, RESTRUCTURING, M&A FINANCIAL ADVISORY AND LEGAL TRANSACTIONAL COMMUNITIES ESPECIALLY FROM THE MIDDLE-MARKET SEGMENTS. SIGNIFICANTLY, THE TOP U.S.A WOMEN DEALMAKERS IS ULTIMATE VALIDATION OF ACHIEVEMENTS SINCE THE INDEPENDENT SELECTION PROCESS IS BASED ON “DISTINCTION IN DEALMAKING” CRITERIA ALONG WITH PROMINENCE AND INFLUENCE.

Q, kindly contact: Raj Kashyap ☏ 914.886.3085 ✉ raj@globalmanetwork.com
Listed alphabetically.

Winners were selected from short-list of nominees, qualified pre-dominantly from the middle market segments, nearly twenty years of experience, as well as to reflect diversity across the transactional communities. The winner-awardee spots were expanded from the original 10 to 20, ultimately honoring 22 women dealmakers – three from private equity, two from lending, seven from the financial advisory industries and ten from the legal community.

**EDITORIAL REMINDER:** Kindly submit the editorial info requested for publishing by July 20, 2019.
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Suma Kulkarni  
Partner  
ACON Investments  

Teresa C. Kohl  
Managing Director  
SSG Capital Advisors  

Erika Morabito  
Partner, Vice Chair, Bankruptcy & Business Reorganizations and Business Litigation & Dispute Resolution Practice Groups  
Foley & Lardner  

Erin L. Murphy  
Managing Director  
Wynnchurch Capital  

Julie E. Silcock  
Managing Director, Co-Head Southwest Investment Banking  
Houlihan Lokey  

Sandra G. Stoneman  
Partner, Leader, Life Sciences, Pharmaceuticals and Devices, Co-Chair, Emerging Companies  
Duane Morris LLP  

Suzzanne Uhland  
Partner, Chair of US Restructuring  
O’Melveny & Myers LLP  

Jennifer T. Wisinski  
Partner, Chair Business Transactions Group  
Haynes and Boone, LLP  
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